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THE BEDE GRIFFITHS

Welcome to the
Summer 2018 Newsletter

This Newsletter is published
three times a year to provide a forum
for articles and comment within the
remit of the Sangha to search for
the truth at the heart of all religions,
to record Sangha activities and give
details of future events and resources
available. Correspondence and
contributions for inclusion in future
editions are welcome and will be
considered by the editorial team.
To receive a printed copy of the
Newsletter, please send your details to
Martin Neilan, 9 Kinnerton Close,
Moreton, Wirral. CH46 6HT
0151 678 8038
martin.neilan@btinternet.com
for inclusion on our data base.
The Newsletter is free but an annual
donation towards costs is requested.
Copies, for friends or interested
organisations, can be provided.
Current and back numbers of
the Newsletter are available on

SANGHA NEWSLETTER

Report from Shantivanam & Br. Martin

F

r Dorathick took over as Prior of
Shantivanam from the beginning
of April. He was ordained a priest
on April 9th. He is 33 years of age
from Kanya Kumari. He has been a
yoga and meditation teacher before
entering the monastery. He has a
degree in psychology fromAnnamalai
University, Chidambaram.

Brother Martin is well and has been
given a year’s sabbatical to focus on
his writing. He was going to go to
stay in Bangalore for a while. He
has plans to visit the UK, France and
other European countries this year.

www.bedegriffithssangha.org.uk
FACEBOOK
www.facebook.com/bedegriffithssangha

EDITORIAL TEAM
Ken & Hilary Knight
knightingale40@yahoo.co.uk
hilaryhones@hotmail.com

SANGHA CONTACTS

Sangha Contact
Adrian Rance,
46, Park Road, Abingdon
Oxford. OX14 1DG
07775 600 385
adrian.b.rance@btinternet.com
contact@bedegriffithssangha.org.uk

Sangha Working Group

Jane Lichnowski
82 Gloucester Road,
Cirencester, GL7 2LJ
01285 651 381
jane.saunderson@live.co.uk

Bede Griffiths Charitable Trust

Greville Norman
Hon Treasurer and Hon Secretary
t: 01992 812 307 - m: 07974 016 874
Shantivanam Ashram Contact
Michael Giddings
mjgiddings2002@yahoo.co.uk

Newsletter Designer

Ricardo Insua-Cao
www.rdo.org.uk - ric@rdo.org.uk

Brother Martin at Prinknash Abbey
Saturday September 29th & Sunday
30th September 2018
rother Martin will be giving
talks and discussions from
10am to 4pm each day. The themes
will be:

There is no charge, but please give
a donation on the day. There are a
cafe and award-winning tea rooms
at the abbey which you can use, or
bring your own lunch.

Saturday 29th
The Message of Jesus Christ in the
Light of Hinduism, Buddhism &
Islam

Please invite guests to come with
you, as this is a great opportunity for
people to be introduced to Br Martin
and the teaching of Fr Bede as well.
It is wonderful to think that it will
be in the place where Fr Bede spent
many years, from 1933 to 1947.

B

Sunday 30th
Spirituality Beyond
Atheism

Theism

To book a place please email:
gerard@prinknashabbey.org

&
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Father Bede on Original Sin
The notion of sin does not sit easily with the modern mind,
but this extract from a letter written on 30th January 1961,
to Richard Rumbold (to whom Father Bede dedicated The
Golden String) emphasises his conviction that sin is at
root an ontological reality which we cannot escape from,
more than what we do and don’t do. Brother Martin has
also written on the understanding that sin arises from
the ‘notion’ that we are separate from God, and that the
story of the Garden of Eden is the mythical telling of this
separation. In this extract Father Bede also refers to his
conversion experience recounted in The Golden String
when he writes: “This is what I managed to do by an
extraordinary grace when I stayed up all night, and you
know how it changed my life.”
Adrian Rance-McGregor
Adrian.b.rance@btinternet.com

T

here is another thing which has been brought home
to me very much recently and that is the reality of
original sin. You mentioned in your letter that you felt
the need of facing your sense of guilt. I believe that this
is of immense importance. We have to face the fact that
we were born – or rather conceived - in sin: ‘for I was
born in guilt, and in sin did my mother conceive me’.
This means that sin is the unconscious. It is a sin of our
nature not of our person. The tremendous inheritance
of original sin comes down to us through our parents.
There is no need for me to tell you of the extent of this
complex in the unconscious, before ever we were born,
which becomes fixed while we are still children. Certain
characteristics are fixed in us from childhood which
we can never outgrow. Now all this was without our
consciousness, without will. But the terrible fact is that
we have all at some time given our consent to the sin that
is in us. Our will is weakened and we consent almost

The Fintry Trust

S

ome years ago I was invited to give a talk at Fintry.
At that time I knew nothing of this establishment
but throughout the day there it was obvious that this was
a place where fine spiritual work had taken place for a
long time. The atmosphere was bright and still so that
good conversation could take place. The grounds were
equal to the house in their splendid vistas, ideal for a
quiet stroll.
Some Sangha members already know of this venue but at
www.thefintrytrust.org.uk
you will find a link to all Fintry Trust events.
There is an associated website for ‘The Shrine of Wisdom’
where you will find more background and a collection
of philosophical, religious and mystical quotations, all
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before we are aware of it to the tendencies of evil in
ourselves. This is where personal sin comes in. Now we
can do one of two things. We can refuse to acknowledge
our guilt. We can keep turning away from it, pretending
that we are not responsible, and this is the way a neurosis
grows. It is essentially an avoidance of responsibility. Or
we can face our guilt, we can acknowledge that we have
consented to sin, to lust, anger, pride, conceit, vanity,
selfishness, ambition, jealousy, hatred or whatever it
may be. This is deliberately to assume responsibility for
oneself. It is an act of growth, of maturity, a refusal to
remain a child any longer.
But of course to do this one must have faith – and this
is why modern man finds it so hard. One must believe
that the moment a man acknowledges his sin before God
and asks for forgiveness, the sin is forgiven, the guilt
is removed. This is the crucial change: this is what is
meant by repentance. This is what I managed to do by an
extraordinary grace when I stayed up all night, and you
know how it changed my life.
I believe that if you can bring yourself to do this – not as
you say in a morbid way, but as a sheer rational conviction,
the act of a stable and mature mind judging itself, then
you will find relief. If I might make another suggestion,
I would say use the 50th Psalm. It is a wonderful piece
of psychology, a clear recognition of original sin, a
firm acknowledgement of guilt and a perfect prayer for
forgiveness and a renewal of life. I don’t know anything
equal to it. One can use it every day and be renewed by
it every day.

by Ken Knight
directed to a universal understanding:
www.shrineofwisdom.org.uk
Ken Knight
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Advance Notice of the Sangha Advent Retreat
Monastery of Our Lady & St. Bernard
Brownshill, Stroud GL6 8AL
‘At the still point of the turning world’ - TS Eliot
Friday 23th - Sunday 25th November 2018

T

his retreat will offer “ashram time’ during Advent –
time and space to quieten together. Our programme
will be structured around a day at Shantivanam, with
periods of meditation, chanting, prayer and readings from
different spiritual traditions. Alongside this there will be
opportunites for lectio divina, creating mala or beads for
contemplation and walking in the country side. There will
be free time, and all aspects of the programme are optional.
Although not silent, there will be extended periods of
quiet. The weekend will be facilitated by members of
the working group. Once again, we are returning to
the Monastery of Our Lady and St Bernard, set in the
beautiful Cotswold countryside, this is home to a group of
Bernadine Cistercian Sisters. A booking form including
more information will be in the Autumn newsletter.

Advance Notice - Dates to Save
Contemplative Gathering
Thursday 31st May to
Sunday 3rd June 2019
With Rev Chris Collingwood
Canon Residentiary York Minster & Zen Teacher
Zen Wisdom for the 21st Century
Park Place Pastoral Centre in Hampshire
www.parkplacecentre.org.uk

W

e are delighted that Chris has agreed to come
and lead our gathering. Many of you will know
him as he has been associated with the Sangha since
its inception. He is a longstanding friend of Brother
Martin’s, a founding member of the Bede Griffiths
Charitable Trust and has taken many young people from
Chigwell school to visit Shantivanam Ashram. He is
currently Canon Residentiary at York Minster and just
completed writing a book ‘Zen Wisdom for Christians’,
which is due to be published in May 2019.

for people of all ages, backgrounds and beliefs who are
interested in spiritual matters.
13th May 2018 was the 25th anniversary of the Father
Bede’s death and May 2019 will mark the 25th anniversary
of the founding of the Sangha. We are hoping to have
some celebratory reflections on Father Bede’s legacy,
including a celebratory lunch at the conclusion of our
time together.
More information and a booking form will be available
in due course.
The Working Group

Our gathering, which is in the early stages of planning,
will include periods of teaching from Chris drawing on
Zen and Christian traditions; times of meditation and
prayers, times of silence as well as times to share.
Park Place will be a familiar to some of you as we held
many early Sangha retreats here. We are delighted to
be going back. A fine old Georgian house, close to the
village of Wickham, it is set in 18 acres of beautiful
grounds. Park Place is home to a small community of
Indian Roman Catholic nuns who run a pastoral centre

Chris Collingwood
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Transcendence & Transformation

I

n this article I wish to propose that the message
of Christ is an invitation to transform our life. This
transformation can take place only when we transcend
or renounce our identity that comes from time and space
and discover our identity that belongs to the timeless,
eternal. Every religion proposes its proper goal of
spiritual life and that is what makes that religion unique.
The goal of spiritual life in Hinduism is called Moksha
or liberation. Liberation negatively means freedom
from birth, death and rebirth (reincarnation).This life of
birth and death and rebirth is called samsara. Moksha
is freedom from samsara. A Hindu desires Moksha,
freedom from samsara. Liberation or Moksha positively
can mean realizing oneness with God, Brahman or union
with God or to be in the presence of God. The goal of all
spiritual practices in Buddhism is Nirvana, extinction of
desire. This makes one free from samsara, which is birth,
death and rebirth or reincarnation. The life of desire is
called samsara and the life of freedom from desire is
called Nirvana. The life of desire causes suffering and
freedom from desire makes one free from suffering. A
Buddhist strives to liberate himself or herself from desire
and enter into the state of Nirvana. Positively Nirvana
is the state of emptiness (absence of desire or freedom
from desire), wisdom and compassion. The goal of life
in Jainism is also called Nirvana, but it is not just the
extinction of desire but extinction of karma, which is the
cause of bondage or samsara: birth, death and rebirth.
By freeing from karma, a person enters into the state
of Nirvana. Positively Nirvana is to be in own’s own
state of pristine purity and freedom. Hence the purpose
of all spiritual practices in Jainism are oriented to free
oneself from karma (the source of activity, samsara). The
goal of life in Sikhism is also described as Moksha or
liberation. It is freedom from samsara, birth, death and
rebirth. Positively it is to merge with God. By merging
into God one becomes free from samsara. The common
thing to all these religions that have originated in India
is that they divide life into two categories: samsara and
Moksha or Nirvana. The followers of these religions are
invited to be free from samsara and experience Moksha,
Nirvana or liberation. It is to transcend samsara and enter
into Moksha or Nirvana. Somehow being born in this
world is seen as something negative and a product of
karma or desire one. One desires not to be born so as not
to die.
The goal of life according Taoism is to live in harmony
with the Tao (The Infinite) at all times. It is the
harmony between the finite and the infinite. It is to flow
harmoniously with the cosmos, perfectly relaxed, perfectly
loving, perfectly in balance with one’s surroundings
and to be perfectly aware. In Shintosim gods are called
kami. They are sacred spirits which take the form of
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things and concepts important to life, such as wind, rain,
mountains, trees, rivers and fertility. Consequently, the
purpose of most Shinto rituals is to keep away evil spirits
by purification, prayers and offerings to the kami. The
purpose of life in Shinto is to enjoy and value nature’s
beauty, observe rituals, and show allegiance to one’s
family, group, community, and to the kami of the area
in which one was born, or the kami worshiped by ones
ancestors. Zoroastrianism is one of the very old religions.
The purpose of life according to Zoroastrianism is “to be
among those who renew the world to progress towards
perfection”, through good thoughts, good words and
good deeds. There is only one path that is the path of
Truth. ‘Do the right thing because it is the right thing
to do and then all the beneficial rewards come to you
also’. The ultimate goal of life in Judaism is to follow the
Ten Commandments and to embody the Torah, the living
Word of the living God which addresses all creation.
Similarly, Lawrence Kushner said, “…Judaism seeks
to raise ordinary people to the realization of holiness,
transforming flesh into word.” By doing this Jews will
be protected by God and will be given prosperity. Rabbi
Lewis Eron wrote:
“…Our bodies are like Torah scrolls. They both
contain the living word of our living God…”
“…like Joseph, we have reached our human goal.
We have come to embody Torah, we have become
part of Torah, and, through Torah, our wisdom
and insights endure as part of Israel’s legacy to
the coming generations…”
The ultimate goal of Christianity is salvation or
justification. It is to be in the presence of God and feel
to be innocent, not to feel guilty. It is freedom from sin.
This entry into the presence of God, paradise or heaven,
precedes the Day of Judgment. For some this salvation
is a grace, a free gift from God received through faith
in Jesus Christ and for some it is through both faith
and good works. The ultimate goal of life in Islam is to
enter into Paradise, following the Day of Judgment. A
Muslim has to obey Allah by following his commands
given in Koran.
According to the faith of Baha’i, ‘The purpose of God
in creating man has been, and will ever be, to enable
him to know his Creator and to attain His Presence. To
this most excellent aim, this supreme objective, all the
heavenly Books and the divinely-revealed and weighty
Scriptures unequivocally bear witness. The purpose of
the teaching of the prophet is to impress upon the seeker
that he should regard all else beside God as transient,
and count all things save Him, Who is the Object of all
adoration, as utter nothingness.’ Baha’is consider that
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Transcendence & Transformation - con’t
the life in this world is a preparation or development for
the next life. Just like a baby prepares or develops in
the womb to come out so also our life in this world is
a preparation for the next. What we see common to all
these prophetic religions is to live a good and moral life
in this world. To be born in this world is not bad but to
know, to love, to serve God and others in this world and
receive reward after death.
I wish to distinguish Christianity from Christ. Christ is not
identical with Christianity. With all respect and humility
I say that Christianities are different interpretations of
Jesus’ message but no Christian Church contains the
fullness of Jesus’ Truth. Jesus’ message and his vision
goes beyond Christian churches and even religions.
Transformation
The ultimate goal of life according to Jesus Christ is
transformation. It is the transformation of one’s life
(samsara) into God’s life and one’s actions (karma) into
God’s actions. It is the transformation of human desires
into God’s desires. It is the transformation of our ordinary
life into the divine life. It is transforming our birth as the
birth of God’s manifestation in the world and our death
as the death of God’s manifestation in the world. It is the
transformation of our relationships from the natural to
the supernatural, to the divine. It is realizing the fullness
of the love of God and manifesting that love in the love of
neighbour, in human relationships. The finite is vehicle
to manifest the attributes of the infinite.
Jesus said: ‘the kingdom of heaven is like the yeast which
a woman took and mixed in with three measures of flour
till it was leavened all through’ (Mt.13.33). It is a very
simple parable but it reveals a profound truth. We have
to read this parable in this way: it is just what happens
to a person who finds the kingdom of heaven, just what
happens to the flour when it is mixed with the yeast.
Yeast represents divine life, divine spirit, and flour
represents our human nature. When yeast is mixed with
the flour, the flour is leavened. So also when the spirit
of God enters into our human nature, our human nature
is divinized. The experience of the kingdom of God is
divinization of our human nature. It means to transform
our life into the life of God and transform our actions into
actions of God. When this happens it is the experience of
salvation. Salvation is transformation. This has to happen
here on earth and not to be waited to happen after death.
Jesus said: ‘the works which I do are not my own but the
Father who dwells in me does his works’. At the moment
of Jesus’ baptism, the spirit of God entered into him and
his life was completely transformed. His life became the
life of God and his actions became actions of God. He
discovered his divine source. He realized to be one with

by Brother Martin

the divine at the source. He invited everyone to do the
same. Hence the goal of life is not to stop our desires or
renounce our desires but transform our desires into God’s
desires. It is not to stop karma or action but to transform
karma or action into God’s karma or God’s action. It is
work for the welfare of the whole of creation. It is not
to stop birth and death but to transform our birth into
the birth of the manifestation of God and our death into
the death of the manifestation of God. It is not rejecting
samsara but transformation of samsara. It is manifesting
eternity in the present. It is transforming our ordinary life
into God’s life. This is the meaning of the Eucharistic
Celebration, transforming ordinary bread and wine into
the body and blood of God, into the manifestation of
God. In order to experience this transformation we need
to transcend, to renounce or to expand our ego which is
our divisive consciousness.
Transcending Our Finite Identity
Jesus describes the joy of finding the kingdom of God
through parables. The kingdom of God is like a man who
found treasure in the field. He went home sold everything
and bought that field. The kingdom of God is like a
merchant in search of pearls. When he found a pearl of
great value he went home sold everything and bought
that pearl. We, human beings, are a combination of finite
and infinite. We have two identities that come from time
and space and two identities that belong to the infinite.
The identity of our body and our collective identities like
nationality, caste, ethnic group, language and religion,
belong to time and space. Our universal identity (image
and likeness of God) and our divine unity belong to the
infinite. To find the kingdom of God is to discover our
infinite identity. This makes us so joyful that we easily
transcend our identities that come from time and space.
This discovery helps us to transform our finite identities
as vehicles of our infinite identity. Without transcending
our finite identity it is not possible to transform it.
Expanding Our Finite Identity
Expanding our finite identity is another way of
transcending our finite identity. Jesus described this
process through a parable: ‘the kingdom of heaven is like
a mustard seed which a man took and sowed in his field.
It is the smallest of all seeds but when it has grown it
is the biggest of shrubs and becomes a tree, so that the
birds of the air can come and shelter in its branches’
(Mt.13.31-32). We need to expand our identity from
the individual identity to the collective identity, from
the collective identity to the universal identity and from
there to the unity with God. Our mind and heart become
universal. The seed can be understood as an individual
consciousness which has the potential to grow into a
tree. The tree is a symbol of divine consciousness which
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can hold all the nests, collective identities. The kingdom
of heaven is growing from the individual consciousness
into the divine consciousness in which our life becomes
a life of God and our actions become actions of God. To
grow into the divine consciousness is to be united with
the whole of humanity and of creation. It is to live for the
welfare of the whole of humanity and of creation.
Renouncing Our Finite Identity
When we speak of renunciation we need to distinguish
between what is created by God and what is not created
by God. Everything that God created is good. So God
does not expect us to renounce what God has created.
To renounce something which God has created, thinking
that it is bad is in a way insulting God. Our ego is not
created by God. It belongs to the evolutionary process
of our human consciousness. Ego, in the first place, is
an identity. It can be an individual identity or collective
identity. It creates divisive consciousness; it creates
a boundary and has its own projects and ambitions. It
utilizes others as objects to fulfill its desires. It even
utilizes God for its projects and plans. Its movement
becomes a source of conflict and violence in the world.
It manifests fragmented life. It does not manifest the
life of God. We need to renounce these individual and
collective egos or identities so that our life becomes a
life of God and our actions become actions of God.
Jesus also said, unless you hate your father, your
mother, your husband, wife and children you
cannot enter into the kingdom of heaven’.
Luke 14.26.
Here the word ‘hate’ means ‘renounce’. Renunciation
does not mean rejecting them. Jesus is not advocating
that a husband renounce his wife and a wife renounce
her husband. He is inviting them that they should rise
above their physical level and found their relationship
in God. It means that the parents have to renounce their
ambitions for their children and help their children to
realize the will of God for them. A wife is not there to
fulfill the ambitions and desires of her husband but she
is there to do the will of God. A husband is not there
to fulfill the desires and ambitions of his wife but he
is there to fulfill the will of God. The parents are not
there to fulfill the ambitions of their children but there
are there to do the will of God. So each one has to
renounce his or her personal, selfish desires and seek
the will of God for oneself and for others. It means that
one should not look at others as objects. Everyone is
the manifestation of God. So it is one manifestation
of God relating with the other manifestations of God.
This does not require external renunciation but internal
renunciation. If it is external renunciation then the
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teaching of Jesus is valid only to a small minority. But
Jesus’ teaching is for everyone.
We need to renounce all our limited natural relationships
and all our relationships have to be grounded in divine
consciousness. It is for this reason, when his listeners told
Jesus that his mother, brothers and sisters are looking for
him, he said, looking at those sitting in a circle around
him. ‘Here are my mother and brothers. Anyone who
does the will of God, that person is my brother, and sister
and mother’,(Cf. Mk.3.31-35). The foundation from
which Jesus related with people was God, not from his
physical relationship. It did not mean that he did not love
his mother, brothers and sisters. They are also included
in his love but his love is all embracing love.
Sexuality: Renunciation or Transformation?
Our body is the creation of God or manifestation of God.
It is good; it is sacred. Sexuality is given by God and
hence it is also good; it is also sacred. It has to be used
according to the will of God or plan of God. It needs
to be expressed as the manifestation of God. To look at
sexuality as something negative or inferior is to insult
God. To renounce it as something negative is to do
violence to sexuality. First thing is to recognize sexuality
as something sacred, as the manifestation of the divine.
Then one will have the freedom to express it physically
or not. It is a personal choice one has to make whether to
express or not to express. It is not necessary to renounce
it for the sake of God. God does not demand renunciation
but transformation.
The purpose of our human existence is to be fruitful and
multiply. It is to manifest divine attributes of love and
compassion in our human relationships. It is to transform
our life into life of God, our actions into actions of God.
Only when our life is divine life then our life becomes
fruitful. For this we need to transcend or expand or
renounce our individual identity or collective identity
and enter into the universal and divine identity. From this
higher identity we transform our lower identities as the
vehicles of the divine identity.
Then we are able to say: ‘It is no longer I that live but
God lives in me’ and ‘I am in God and God is in me’ and
‘the works which I do are not my own but the Father who
dwells in me does his works’.
Brother Martin
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The Asvattha Tree - Continued

hagavan said, ‘They Speak of the eternal tree,
asvattha, whose roots are above and branches
below. Its leaves are the Vedic hymns. He who knows it
knows the Vedas.’ Bhagavad Gita 15.1
The previous Sanskrit Corner began with this quotation
but distractions led away from a more focussed exploration
into this image. I promise to try harder this time.
All images, metaphors, allegories etc . need a context
and for us in the Sangha this has been the concept of
‘The Ground of Being’ as you will see from the last few
issues of the Newsletter.
As our lives progress from womb to ‘sans eyes, sans
teeth,’ we increasingly move from human beings to
‘human doings’. Our lives become a narrative of events
or actions or states to which we become attached. Even
spiritual enquiry, the response to a religious beingness in
everything, takes on the veil of ‘my path’, ‘my religion’,
‘my salvation’.
When Krishna introduces the image of the upside-down
tree in the verse above then it is this attachment to the
ever-changing, limited vision of worlds, of names and
forms, that he wishes to demolish.
First we must understand that Chapter 15 is entitled
Purushottama Yoga and it is important to note that here
the word yoga means union. Purushottma is ‘the Supreme
Self’. Hence this chapter is giving a teaching on union,
not union with something for that is dualistic thinking,
but simple, eternal, unchanging union.
Change is the meaning of the asvattha. The word means
ever changing; ‘not today as it was yesterday’. But now
you need to be careful and subtle in your thinking because
that state of ‘ever changing’ never changes.

SANGHA NEWSLETTER

by Ken Knight
Look at an ordinary tree, look again a few minutes later
and it will be different. Because we still have the image
of the tree as a name of a type of tree, or as a big tree,
or beautiful tree or an old tree, we will not have seen the
millions of changes that have been taking place in leaf
position, cell growth, bend of a branch etc.
It is the same with our bodies. The body you had
when you began reading this newsletter is different to
the one here now. Cells come and go with, for some
cells, great rapidity. Trees, bodies, ‘my life’, nations,
seasons, are all in a state of perpetual change but
somehow, behind all that, is the constant, unchanging
power driving that change.
Some of you will be able to recall singing, back in 1968,
This moment, is different, from any, before it
This moment, is different - it’s now.’
Incredible String Band
This state of continual change is the state known as
samsara, the power driving it is maya. Please do not
translate maya as ‘illusion’. ‘Maya’ is the power of unity
to appear as infinite diversity while it itself remains whole
and undivided. Out of maya emerge the three gunas of
sattva, rajas and tamas, more on these in a moment on
verse 2 of chapter 15. The etymology of samsara gives
a meaning of wandering through cyclic changes, a
continual rotation like a wheel of life.
Now this asvattha tree has its roots above and in our
interpretation of this image we have been using ‘above’
to refer to the ‘ground of being’. This first verse tells us
that the leaves of the tree are the Vedas. But the leaves
are ever changing so does this mean that the Vedas, that
all true scriptures, are ever changing while their essence,
the power or will that inspired them, is ever the same?
Good question.
What is it that the leaves of a tree are doing in their everchanging state? The function of leaves is to help the plant
produce food by converting the energy in sunlight into
chemical energy that the plant can eat. The structures
within the leaf convert the energy and make it possible
for the plant to get food. Can we therefore say that the
Vedas, true scriptures generally, convert the Light of the
True Sun into spiritual guidance, food, for all beings?
They are not that Sun but are part of a process out of that
emerging will?
To help us understand this there is a story that comes in
several versions but here is one for you. This story is to be
found in the Kathaka Samhita of the Krishna Yajur Veda.
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to the Mother.”

‘Bharadvaja was a very keen student of the vedas.
He wanted to master all the vedas in their entirety.
But the vedas are vast and learning even one is
very hard. Consequently, Bharadvaja spent most
of his life as a student, living with his guru, and
trying very hard to learn. But he was overcome by
old age and weakness. Indra approached him and
asked: “If I were to make you young and strong
again for a quarter of a life time, what would
you do?” Back came Bharadvaja’s reply: “I will
continue to learn the vedas. I won’t stop until I
have learnt everything in them.”
Indra showed Bharadvaja three big mountains which
represent the three vedas. He (Indra) then took a handful
from each mountain and said: “Bharadvaja! What you
know is only a handful from each mountain. You cannot
possibly know all the three vedas. I will instruct you the
one mantra by which you will achieve heaven.” Indra
then taught the savitri mantra (the savita-gayatri) to
Bharadvaja. Immediately Bharadvaja understood and
exclaimed, ‘ananta vai vedaha, the Vedas are eternal.’
Now it is important that we take note of that word
‘immediately’. It means with no medium. It is the same
with the word ‘intuition’ which means with no tuition.
It is what the Kena Upanishad calls ‘the winking of the
eye’ when ‘unity’ knows Itself. It is the moment of subtle
touch in the divine, of both seeing and feeling. Father
Bede wrote of the West needing to move from discursive
thinking to trusting the intuition. In chapter 4 of his book
The Marriage of East and West, Father Bede wrote:
‘What then is intuition? Intuition is a knowledge
which derives not from observation and experiment
or from concepts and reason but from the mind’s
reflection on itself. What distinguishes the human
mind above everything else is not its powers of
observation and experiment, which animals also
possess in some degree, nor its power of logical
and mathematical reasoning, which a computer
can imitate quite successfully, but its power of
self-reflection.’

And so I somehow made a surrender to the Mother.
Then I had an experience of overwhelming love.
Waves of love sort of flowed into me. Judy Walter,
my great friend, was watching. Friends were
beside me all the time. I called out to her, “I’m
being overwhelmed by love.”
“Death, the Mother, the Void, all was love. It was
an overwhelming love, so strong that I could not
contain myself. I did not know whether I would
survive. I knew “l” had to die, but whether it would
be in this world or another, I did not know. At first
I thought I would die and just be engulfed in this
love. It was the “unconditional love” of which I had
often spoken, utterly mysterious, beyond words.’
It is this meaning of dying, the feeling that ‘I could not
contain myself’ that some find worrying. However all
striving ceases in a moment of love in its purest form
when all twoness vanishes. Study, teachings, teachers and
priests, words, concepts of ‘me’ as a separate ideology,
all disappear in love. This is love in which we are forced
to let go, to die to the false belief of being ‘in control’:
‘That which permeates all, which nothing
transcends and which, like the universal space
around us, fills everything completely from within
and without, that Supreme non-dual Brahman-that thou are.’
Shankara Atma-Bodha 59-64
And this is what Krishna is pointing out in that first verse
of chapter 15 when he states ‘He who knows it knows the
Vedas’. The one who knows the everchanging samsara,
rooted in the purushottama, is like our friend Bharadvaja
and can exclaim that all this that is eternal is everchanging
in its diversity without addition or dimunition. Just
don’t ask him to explain that though because it is direct
experience, beyond words to explain. As Father Bede
said, ‘Utterly mysterious, beyond words.’ But we can use
the word love if that is understood in its purest sense.
Now back to our asvattha tree. Gita 15.2 states:

When that ‘self reflection’ is truly out of and in the ‘ground
of being’ then there is overwhelming love as Father Bede
knew when he suffered the disturbance of the stroke and
was temporarily removed from his usual thinking:
‘I had some breakfast and then I felt sort of restless,
disturbed, not knowing quite what was happening.
The inspiration came suddenly again to surrender
to the Mother. It was quite unexpected: “Surrender

‘Below and above spread its branches, nourished
by the gunas; sense objects are its buds, and
below in the world of men stretch forth the roots,
engendering action.’
This tree, with its branches extending downwards, now
has the branches rooting in the world of men. ie. The
world of ‘me me me’ and attachments. This happens
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because we, convinced that we are the planners and
doers, forget that ‘ground of being’ and the emerging
subtle energies of the gunas as the real forces of all
action. (maybe I will return to the subject of the gunas
more fully in a future newsletter. However, if you would
like to discuss this now then please mail me.)
Because we do not notice that we have turned upside
down the outward flow from the ‘ground of being’ then
we only see the trees growing upwards from the roots of
attachment; ‘my path’ and ‘my family’ and ‘my religion’
for example.
That is why Gita 15.3,4 now state:
‘This tree of mundane existence has no end or
beginning, and no foundation. With the strong
weapon of detachment split this firmly rooted tree.’
‘Then that Goal should be sought knowing which
there is no return. I seek refuge in the purushottama
(ground of being) from whence emanated this
ancient process.’
You may like to study this chapter further but I will end
this present consideration of our upside down tree with
Gita verses 15.18,19.
‘As I transcend the perishable and am even above
the imperishable, therefore am I known in the
world and in the veda as the purushottama.
The one who, undeluded, knows me as the
Highest...knows all and worships with Me with all
his heart.
And, as Shankara sang after seeing the scholar
and the rich man and the mother attached to their
worldly function:
bhaja govindam bhaja govindam govindam bhaja
mudha-mate
Worship Govinda, worship Govinda, Worship
Govinda, oh fool!’
To conclude, throughout thousands of years, the same
teaching is given. We are advised, in language suitable
for our birth cultures, to seek a moral and spiritual life.
However we are also told that at some point all that has
to be transcended in order that we lose our limited state
locked in the changing patterns of samsara.
‘As far as possible, raise thyself up in unknowing
even unto union in Him Who is beyond all essence
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and all knowledge. For it is indeed by going out
of thyself and out of all things with an irresistible
leap, free and pure, that thou shalt be raised up
to the pure and superessential ray of the divine
darkness after having abandoned all things and
having liberated thyself from them all.’
Dionysius the Areopagite
‘There are many kinds of poetical images but I
now put aside poetical forms, and for now simply
tell you to remember that when we form speech it
is not the tongue that speaks for it is moved from
elsewhere; rather it is the mind itself that speaks,
moving the tongue, ordering the sounds, and
forming words in its own likeness, according to its
will. Moreover, as the tongue is to the mind, so the
religious mind is to God. Thus it is not your mind
speaking now to God but rather, God, through
your mind speaking to you. So when you think you
are speaking to God, in truth you are listening to
Him...........Therefore from Him alone is wisdom to
be sought in faith, hope and love.’
Marsilio Ficino
in a letter to Giovanni Cavalcanti
‘Beloved, let us love one another for love is from
God and everyone that loves is born of God and
knows God. The one who does not love does not
know God for God is love.’
1 John 4.7
Please note. If you have a knowledge of Sanskrit you
will notice that in these articles I do not use a correct
transliteration. I have done that in the past but it was a
distraction for the general reader. If you have any question
on the correct transliteration then please contact me.
Special offer for this issue only. Who sang:
‘Oh, it’s the old forgotten question.
What is it that we are part of?
And what is it that we are?’
Clue is in the article. E-mail the correct answer and
you will be sent, as a special prize, a link to the
Rgveda in German.
Ken Knight
knightingale40@yahoo.co.uk
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The Path to No-Self
by Bernadette Roberts 1931-2017
Pub 1991, State University of New York

T

his is a personal
account of a particular
stage in the Christian
contemplative
journey,
corresponding to passive
purgation of the soul, and
was followed by ‘The
Experience of No-Self’,
which I have not yet read.
The author was a Carmelite
nun, who left the Order
and married and had four
children. She refers many
times to the teaching of
John of the Cross, so it is a
pity there are hardly any exact references given, and no
index. However as a personal account it seems honest
and profound, and helped me to understand better the
writing of John of the Cross.
The journey begins when God takes the initiative and
brings about a transformation in us. Our own efforts
come to an end – efforts at living a Christian life, a life
of prayer, meditation, service etc. There is a profound
change in our deepest experience of being, and we enter
the deep night of the soul or spirit. Previously we thought
we had managed to encounter God, but now there is
nothingness. The author experienced this as deep pain
and emptiness in which she was completely passive, and
she calls it the wounding of the soul. At the lowest point
she realised her will had become one with God; there was
a continuous awareness of the still point at the centre and
the discovery of the soul’s unity with God. Eventually,
she experienced the peace of living at the centre of her
being, which is living in union with God. There may be
superficial distractions, but there is always return to the
centre. We become silent and passive.
At the end of the dark night of the spirit transformation is
complete. Now ‘the soul is drawn inward to be absorbed,
consumed and inflamed; thereafter the movement turns
outward with a powerful thrust from the centre, to
eventually move us out and beyond the self’ (page 77).
She calls the first part of this experience ‘sinking in or
the prayer of full union’. She describes the ability to sink
in whenever she was free to do so. Then she lost all sense
of being separate from God. But in the mind, when she
returned to that, there was awareness of the distinction
between I and Thou.
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review by Hilary Knight
The next part of this stage is a yet deeper level where
there is silence of the mind and of memory. She looked
within but did not see God, as this would mean there
is still separation, but it is like a blinding light with the
result that nothing else is known. People do not write
about this stage: there is full suspension of the faculties.
A flame burns: ‘it lies within as a power, a strength, a
burning love, a presence in itself, and the mainstay of
existence’ (page 82). It lights the way forward. The Holy
Spirit moves us forward to know God as he is in himself
– our own self is silent and still and is no longer seen.
In the full unitive state there are no longer feelings of
emotion or compassion (feelings come from our self),
but knowledge arises which is God’s breathing in the
soul and right actions arise passively. Difficulties which
may arise are good and help growth.
It is not obvious to outsiders that a soul is in unity with
God. There is no longer any desire to be liked, and actions
are derived entirely from the depth of the unitive state
with God. This state is held by God, not by the soul, and
it never fails. The soul’s will is not destroyed there, but
it is so firmly united with the strength of God’s will with
which he loves her, that her love for him is as strong and
perfect as his love for her, for the two wills are united
and there is only one will and one love – which is God’s.
Gradually the ‘I’ disappears but God remains. Giving
the self to God is suffering, but it is joyful. In fact, God
loves us, rather than ‘I love God.’ But we feel a desire
to give love, to surrender ourselves. The fire of God’s
love reduces us to ashes, leaving no self. How can this
come about in our earthly state? The last stanza of John’s
Living flame of love tells us:
How gently and lovingly
You wake in my heart
Where in secret you dwell alone,
And by your sweet breathing
Filled with good and glory
How tenderly you swell my heart with love.
Thus we understand that we live and move and have our
being in God , so that between the created and uncreated
there is oneness of movement and existence. It is God
who moves in us. It is not possible to describe God’s
breathing in the soul as it is ineffable.
As the title of the book suggests, this is an account of
leaving one’s individual self behind, and the emphasis
on our passivity is important. I would recommend it as
an attempt to introduce Christians to the concept of nondualism.
Hilary Knight
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Reflections on Hermits in Company

by John Ryder

Presence, Breath and Prayer
3 - 7 May 2018

I

n “Beyond the Darkness”, her biography of Bede
Griffiths, Shirley du Boulay recounts Brother Martin’s
promise, “Father, we will continue your spirit in the
Ashram.” Father Bede responds, “Not my spirit, but
Holy Spirit.” Those of us who have spent time at the
Ashram will recall the gentle, accepting, quietly joyful
and loving spirit that is characteristic of Shantivanam
and I think would recognise the same spirit to have been
present and active in the community that formed for our
spring Hermits retreat. The synergy between the practice
of ordered silence and meditation, the mutual respect
and care between the participants and the focus of the
“lightly held theme”, evolving as the process deepened
with time, seemed to facilitate a shared experience of
growth and homecoming.
The grounds of Ty Mawr and the surrounding countryside
were staggeringly lovely, with leaves, blossoms and
plants emerging before our eyes, the prolific birds singing
constantly, and lambs seeming to rejoice in their new
life. The place brimmed over with life, with prana. We,
like the meadow flowers, drawing from the same source
of water and developing in their unique individual ways,
drew breath and inspiration and witnessed one another’s
flowering. It felt a real privilege to be with the sisters,
now reduced in numbers, especially in sharing the
Eucharist with them, and being welcomed to participate
in a delightful rogation procession on our final morning.
In reflecting on our theme, I found myself seeing much
more clearly something that in some ways seems selfevident, but which seems strangely easy to lose sight of.
That prayer is not a matter of techniques and methods or
formulae of words. These are practices which can help
to train the mind, but unless the heart is in it they get
you nowhere. Prayer is in essence the communication
between our heart and the One at the heart of all that is.
Since the One at the centre of all things is also at the centre
of us, the more we can be in and come from the centre of
who we are, the closer we are to that One. When inside
and outside become one (as indeed they are), there is an
experience of joy. This realisation cannot be achieved or
constructed, but is the action of grace.
As well as the process of community life in silence
including eating, the practice of sitting meditation, the
chanting and reading, and individual practices, there are
two group activities that seemed particularly potent this
time. One is “contemplative sharing”, where people
who wish to participate meet and speak as they feel

moved, not discussing or reacting, but being-with, as in
a Quaker meeting. On this retreat, I felt there was quite
a rich deepening process through the two meetings we
had, leading to some profound reflections on life and
death. The other activity that I felt worked well was the
contemplative walks. These involve a mindful moving
in the environment, allowing the world to unfold into
you, more than you moving into it, becoming receptive
to what is emerging through the senses, both inside and
outside. This was especially helped by the beauty of it
all, which at times was almost overwhelming.
We had three walks, one very slowly within the grounds,
two longer walks outside. The second of these led through
some stunning bluebell woods. Lest we got too lost in
paradise, we were also presented with three phenomena
of a more jarring nature, that struck me as three signs
pointing out what could be thought of as seemingly
destructive (Shiva) aspects of God - the branch shredder,
the muck spreader and the plough.
The first of these could be heard as we wandered through
the idyllic woods, making a harsh, aggressive-sounding
noise and became visible as we emerged onto the road,
as it chewed up the severed and fallen branches that
were fed into it. I was reminded of Jesus’ teaching of the
vine in John 15. Especially in the prolonged silence of a
retreat, we’re faced with aspects of ourselves and our lives
that need to be let go of, that have acted to perpetuate a
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defended self that ultimately is going nowhere, that need
to be surrendered to the shredder, so that our availability
to the Spirit can be opened further.
The second “sign” was the muck spreader, splattering
foul-smelling excrement in all directions over the field
we had to cross. We habitually cling to experiences of
loveliness and purity, but engaging in the process of
meditation uncovers aspects of ourselves that are ugly,
unsatisfying and messy. It can be painful and unpleasant
to contain such disturbance when what we yearn for
is affirmation and reassurance of our goodness, but if
we can allow things to be just as they are, then change
can take place, muck becomes manure, grief turns into
openness and pain can evolve into acceptance and
readiness for growth.
Following on the muck spreader was the plough,
its blades disturbing the smooth surface of the field,
threatening to encroach on the path we were set on,

he work of the Trust in helping four charities in
and around Saccidananda – Saccidananda itself,
Ananda, Swami Bede Dayananda Trust and the Tim
Pruss Memorial School – continues. In 2017 we made
grants to these four charities of almost exactly £60,000
and this year we look set to do something very similar,
though we are hoping that the exchange rate will convert
that into more Rupees than it did last year. Many grants
were transmitted in April and May though we make
grants to the Tim Pruss Memorial School three times
a year.
The grants the Trust makes help kids through the Tim
Pruss Memorial School, the kindergartens at Pattavarthi
and Malayappanagar and the tuition centre at Veerambur.
They also help adults through the training centres at
Pattavarthi and Malayappanagar and old folk at the Old
People’s Home in Thannirpalli and the Old People’s Day
Centre at Pattavarthi.
The Tim Pruss Memorial School has been supported over
the years by the Prince’s Mead School near Winchester,
initially direct to the School and in recent years through
the Trust. Its Headmistress, Penn Kirk, has been key in
generating that support and she is going to retire at the
end of this academic year. The Trust and the School are
very grateful to Penn and Prince’s Mead.
Chigwell School visited the ashrams and the Trust’s
projects in February, as they have done for most of the

by John Ryder

folding in the manure. However much we welcome the
idea of unfolding and transformation, the reality of the
disturbance of our skin that spiritual opening produces
can feel quite threatening and face us with fear that we’re
barely conscious of, but which in ordinary active life we
reflexively defend ourselves against. From early on in
our lives we create a me-notme barrier in the face of
overwhelming experience, but spiritual practice invites
us to loosen the ties that preserve us as we have known
ourselves to be. We are invited into a death that leads to
new life.
One thing I found really helpful on the retreat was an icon
of St John leaning into the breast of Christ and extending
a finger to touch the chalice Jesus holds. It speaks of
surrender, being willing to let go completely in love, to
trust in the presence of the eternal that is the source and
sustainer of life, made manifest in every being and every
moment, no matter what happens.
John Ryder

The Bede Griffiths Charitable Trust
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by Greville Norman

past 15 years. One of the students wrote “the Ashram
was wonderful, boasting an array of exotic vegetation
and interesting wildlife. Every day we attended the
morning prayer service for an hour at 6:30am, which
was followed by breakfast in the eating area at 7:30
am. We would find ourselves eating most of our meals
here, perched on the floor, crossed-legged taking in the
silence as talking was not permitted, to enable peaceful
contemplation…..The end of the trip included a visit to
the Tim Pruss school, where we not only taught English
and Maths but we also performed a Bollywood dance at
the Speech Day, handed out prizes, and some of us even
joined the children in their performances!”
The Trust is very grateful indeed to those members of the
Sangha who have continued to support the Trust, many
through making regular donations and usually with the
benefit of gift aid. These are particularly helpful to the
Trustees in planning what the Trust is likely to be able to
do in the coming year. In that regard the sponsorship
scheme for the Tim Pruss Memorial School has been
very successful. We do not quite yet have sponsors for
all 30 of the children proposed for sponsorship but only
about half-a-dozen of those now have no sponsor.
The Committee has approved the Annual Report and
Accounts for 2017 and they are available on the Charity
Commission website.
Greville Norman
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his Meditatio Seminar
(in
collaboration
with WCCM) was held
11-13 May, and the talks
by Bernard McGinn on
medieval Mystics enabled
us to enrich our own
practice of contemplative
prayer. In addition, Fr
Laurence Freeman gave
a talk on the influence
of grace, and there
were workshops on the
Benedictus Contemplative
Church established in
Australia,
on
poetry
inspired
by
Meister
Eckhart’s sermons, on
Evagrius (a fourth century
mystic), on Christian nondualism, and a practical
yoga workshop.
Bernard McGinn is a
wise and knowledgeable
Evagrius Ponticus
professor of theology
in Chicago. He has practised contemplative prayer
throughout his academic career, so has a deep
understanding based on this practice. His main study
has been on early, mostly Western, Christian mystics, his
two favourites being Meister Eckhart and St Bernard of
Clairvaux. In his talks he showed that we are all called to
be mystics, quoting Karl Rahner who said: ‘The Christian
of the future will be a mystic or not a Christian at all.’
Bernard McGinn himself defined mysticism as:
That part of Christian practice that concerns direct,
immediate experience of the presence of God – it’s an
element of practice, not all of it.
I’m sorry I cannot begin to give you a summary of all he
said, but he gave similar talks at the John Main Seminar
in Houston last year, which you can see on YouTube at:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=q48GAOajGbU
He did emphasise that we could all read the following:
Meister Eckhart especially the German Sermons
Bernard of Clairvaux especially the Sermons on
the Song of Songs
Margaret Porete ‘Mirror of Simple Souls.’
Julian of Norwich ‘Revelations of Divine Love’.
Teresa of Avila
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John Cassian Conference 9 and 10 on prayer
leading to prayer repeating a
short phrase from Scripture
Laurence Freeman recommended:
John Main for example ‘Radical Simplicity’
Evagrius Ponticus for example his treatise
on prayer, The Praktikos
Raimon Panikkar
Abhishiktananda who, as we know, connected
faith in Christ with
the Vedic tradition.
I went to two workshops. One was on poetry inspired
by Meister Eckhart’s writings, a talk given by one of
the two writers of ‘Meister Eckhart’s Book of the Heart:
meditations for the restless soul’, by Jon Sweeney and
Mark Burrows . Here is an example, inspired by Eckhart’s
‘The Nobleman’:
The soul that wants nothing but God
must forsake everything
even God
As long as we have and know who
God is, we don’t.
We are far away.
So can you let your notion die?
This is the smallest death a soul can undergo before
it becomes divine.
The other workshop was by Daniel Soars, a PhD student
who is looking at ‘Christian non- dualism’. He was first
inspired to do this by reading Sara Grant’s ‘Toward
an alternative theology: Confessions of a nondualist
Christian’. He introduced comparative readings from
the Chandogya Upanishad, Vivekachudamani, Raman
Maharshi; and then Luke 17:20-21, John 15:1, 4-5, and
Nicholas of Cusa, the last three giving notions of nondualism in Christian writing. For example, Nicholas of
Cusa, in his ‘On God is the Not-other’, wrote:
‘....since what is originated has nothing from
itself but has from the Beginning whatever it is,
assuredly the Beginning is the ground of being, or
the definition of what is originated..... You see now
how it is that the theologians rightly affirmed that
in all things God is in all things, even though He
is none of these things.’
Hilary Knight
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Sangha News, Retreats & Resources
Costing of Sangha Events
The cost of Sangha events varies. When planning an event we
simply aim to break even. Thus the cost of any event reflects the
expenses incurred putting it on, largely the cost of the venue.
Recently the price of accommodation at venues has risen this is
the reason for the slight increase in some retreat costs.

The Bede Griffiths Sangha now has its
own Facebook page - look up:
Bede Griffiths Sangha UK
on Facebook to see it.

Book Sale - all prices reduced
by Brother John Martin Sahajananda
Four o’clock talks (2007)

£5.00

Discussions with John Martin Sahajananda, compiled by Carrie Lock

What is truth? (2012)
Integral Monotheism (2013)
Now retitled – Fully Human Fully Divine

£6.00

Mission without conversion (2013)

£5.00

A meeting point between the Vedic vision & vision of Christ
Becoming instruments of peace

£6.00

You are the light (2002)

£5.00

New Annunciation (2013)

£2.00

A new song of creation (2010)

£2.00

Truth has no boundaries (2005)

£3.00

NEW -The Ganges and the Jordan Meet (2014)

£3.00

Rediscovering the eastern Jesus
Universal call to be Virgin Mothers

Creation story retold with convergence of biblical & Hindu cosmologies
Proclaiming the good news of peace
Reincarnation and Resurrection

by Shirley du Boulay
Beyond the Darkness (2003)

Other events
From time to time members hold events that may be of
interest to others. At the editorial discretion of the working
group we are happy to make these known. However we
need to point out that the Bede Griffiths Sangha Working
Group has not endorsed these events nor can it be held
responsible for their organisation or contents.

Brother Martin at Prinknash Abbey
Saturday Sep 29th & Sunday 30th Sep 2018
Brother Martin will be giving talks and discussions
from 10am to 4pm each day.
The themes will be:
Saturday 29th: The message of Jesus Christ in the Light of
Hinduism, Buddhism and Islam
Sunday 30th: Spirituality beyond theism and atheism
Please see full details in this newsletter

THE ECKHART SOCIETY
The Eckhart Society is dedicated to the study and
promotion of the principles and teachings of Meister
Eckhart, a medieval theologian, philosopher and mystic.
The 2018 UK conference on ‘Meister Eckhart: Wellness
and Vulnerability’ will be held September 14th – 16th
2018 at High Leigh Conference Centre, Hoddesdon, Herts.
Please see the website for details:
www.eckhartsociety.org.uk

The Bede Griffiths Sangha Advent Retreat at
£3.00

A biography of Bede Griffiths

by Bede Griffiths
We have available a few copies of Father Bede’s books that
are second hand. If anyone has any books by Fr Bede that
they would like to donate to the Ashram funds I would be
happy to sell them.
Return to the Centre (1976)

£5.00

The Marriage of East and West (1982)

£5.00

A New Vision of Reality (1989)

£5.00

The Universal Christ(1990)

£5.00

The New Creation in Christ (1992)

£5.00

Psalms for Christian Prayer (1995)

£5.00

River of Compassion (1987)

£9.00

**New Bhajan CD
£10.00
All prices include pnp
Contact: Annie Cygler - Tel: 01344 772 496
57 Wellington Road, Crowthorne, Berks, RG45 7LJ
bgsangha2014@gmail.com

Monastery of Our Lady and St. Bernard
Brownshill, Stroud GL6 8AL
Friday 23th - Sunday 25th November 2018
‘At the still point of the turning world’ TS Eliot
For more details please see the article in this newsletter.
A booking form will be available in the September newsletter
The Interfaith Foundation
The Interfaith Foundation is a charitable organisation embracing the universal truth at the heart of all spiritual traditions.
www.interfaithfoundation.org
Tel: 08444 457 004
email: admin@interfaithfoundation.org
From the WCCM
Books, dvd’s and cassettes of Father Bede and
books and tapes on meditation.
Medio Media, St Mark’s, Myddelton Square, London EC1R 1XX
mail@wccm.org or call Jan Dunsford on 020 7278 2070
WCCM Meditatio seminar
Contemplative Christianity Today
Friday May 11th to Sunday May 13th at the Hayes Conference
Centre, Swanwick, Derbyshire. For details and booking form
see WCCM website: www.christianmeditation.org.uk
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Regional & Overseas Sangha Contacts
For Sangha and Newsletter Contacts see page 2.
If any one would like to have their names removed or
added as local contacts please let us know.

England
Cornwall

Penzance - Swami Nityamuktananda
01736 350510
Dorset
Michael Giddings
07810 366 860
mjgiddings2002@yahoo.co.uk
Gloucestershire Victoria Glazier
01453 839 488
Hertfordshire
Graham Thwaits
01279 834 315
Jersey & the
Sean Arnold
Channel Islands 01534 863118
seanjarnold@googlemail.com
London
N4 - Ann O’Donoghue
0207 359 1929
London
SE (Kent) - Hilary Knight
0168 986 1004
Middlesex
Pinner - Catherine Widdicombe
020 8866 2195
mjc.widdicombe@grailsociety.org.uk
Norfolk
Chris Smythe
01493 664 725
Northants
Henry Worthy
01604 513 032
Staffs
Stoke on Trent - Sr Sophia
01782 816036
Suffolk
Caroline Mackenzie
01728 832 044 - 5:30pm
macksita@gmail.com
West Sussex
Gillian Maher 01444 455 334
Wirral
Martin and Aileen Neilan
0151 678 8038
Worcs
Nick & Mary Saddler
01386 751 443

Overseas contacts
Argentina

Magdelena Puebla
malen_puebla@hotmail.com
00542204761641

Australia

Andrew Howie iona@netspace.net.au
East St Kilda - Samantha Semmens
ssemmens@trinity.unimelb.edu.au

Brazil
Canada
Chile
Denmark
Eire
France

Marcos Monteiro - satsangmohan@yahoo.com.br
Ron & Karen Dart - rdart@shaw.ca
Carlos Carranza - carloscarranza@hotmail.com
Vicky Lasheras - lasheras@frbpost.dk
Justin Carty - dustbin26@hotmail.co.uk
Nerte Chaix michoule2@wanadoo.fr
Paris: Julia Tompson on 01 30 53 11 89
julia.tompson@gmail.com
Br. Martin - brothermartin111@outlook.com
Mario la Floresta - mario.lafloresta@lamanzoni.it
Godwin Genovese - shine@vol.net.mt
Christchurch - Kevin Moran
s.friend@paradise.net.nz
Florida - Michael Spillane
mspillane@legalaidpbc.org
Oklahoma - Carolyn Cowan
ccmission@cox.net
Nevada - Jackie Greedy
775 883 0854
Big Sur - Father Cyprian Consiglio
cyprianconsiglio@sbcglobal.net

India
Italy
Malta
New Zealand
USA

Meditation Groups
Gloucestershire Cirencester - Jane Lichnowski

01285 651 381 or 07971 167 568
jane.saunderson@live.co.uk
Fourth Wednesday each month at 6.30pm

London

SE (Kent) - Hilary Knight
0168 986 1004
Wednesdays 7:30pm
SW (Barnes) - Sylvia Howell
020 8748 3722
sylvia@howell20.orangehome.co.uk
Wednesday 3:45pm

Northants

Henry Worthy
01604 513 032
Thursdays at 8:00pm
Caroline Mackenzie
01728 832 044 - 5:30pm
macksita@gmail.com

Northern Ireland
Ballyhornan

Stan Papenfus
02844 841451

Scotland
Aberdeen
Glasgow
Easter Ross

Angelika Monteux
01224 867 409
Steve Woodward
01355 224 937
Revd George Coppen
01862 842 381
gcoppen@tiscali.co.uk

Wales
Mid Wales

Holywell - Philip Francis
01352 711 620

Suffolk

Surrey

Woking - Kath Higgens
01483 833 101
Wednedays 5:30pm

Sussex

Arundel - Tim Freed
01903 501 802
Tuesdays - 7:15pm

WCCM Groups WCCM contact - Kim Nataraja
kimshankarnataraja@googlemail.com
020 7727 6779

www.bedegriffithssangha.org.uk

